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Brass Bibcock
Brass bibcock is a spherical structure Brass
bibcock produced by wanshirong®.
The Brass bibcock is European standard
Brass, from the raw material to ensure the
quality of the product.
The Brass bibcock has good tightness, strong
corrosion resistance, and smooth switch to
meet the needs of multiple and continuous
quick closing. The product can work normally
in the environment of high temperature 100℃
to low temperature -20℃.

Customized Brass Bibcock from Factory

1. Introduction

Since the production of brass faucets began in 2004, customers have responded well to
the quality, price and service of the products without any bad complaints.Adhering to the
attitude of mutual benefit and excellence, wanshirong® will test the physical properties
and sealing performance of each factory product before delivery, referring to the
European standard EN13828.In order to better serve customers, to provide customers
with quality and preferential products, we always maintain our mutual benefit and
excellence attitude, we hope to become your quality supplier.Fast and superior quotations,
informed advisers to help you choose the correct solution that suits all your needs, a short
generation time, responsible quality handle and unique products and services for paying
and shipping affairs for Professional China China Lever Handle Straight Chrome Plate
Tap Brass Bibcock for Water, If you're intrigued within our products, you should truly feel
cost-free to ship us your inquiry. We sincerely hope to establish win-win business
interactions along with you. Professional China China Bibcock, Bib Cock, They're durable
modeling and promoting well all over the world. Under no circumstances disappearing key
functions in a brief time, it's a should for you personally of fantastic quality. Guided by the
principle of Prudence, Efficiency, Union and Innovation. the business make an awesome
efforts to expand its international trade, raise its enterprise. rofit and improve its export
scale. We are confident that we'll have a vibrant prospect and to be distributed all over the
world in the years to come.

2. Feature And Application
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Our Brass bibcock is widely used in household, agricultural and irrigation applications.

3.Details

Brass bibcock consists of low lead Brass body, ball and stem, with non-toxic PTFE seat
and non-toxic rubber seal ring as the main components and accessories, pure steel
plastic handle.
The product surface is sand plating nickel, beautiful appearance, simple, generous,
suitable for any installation environment.
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4. Qualification

products through IOS9001 certification, is the customer's reliable products.

5.Deliver,Shipping And Serving

sample Sample lead time:15days
Delivery terms FOB (NINGBO SHANGHAI) ,CNF, CIF
Terms of payment T/T, L/C
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